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Decision 98-01-040 January 21, 1998 

: Mnit~d 

rJAN 2 3 '~8 

BEFORE. TH.E PUBLIC U.TILITIES ~OMMIS~ION OF THE ST~m~ilff~~r~T"ml 
Order Inshtuhng Rulemakmg to Revlcw the Tlme \ -).Hji L -.. '. . .--

Schedule (or the Rate Case Plan and Fuel Offset Rulemaking 87-11-012 
proceedings. (Filed November 13, 1987) 

In the Matter of Application of SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY to adopt 
Performance Based Regulation (-PBR-) for Base 
Rates to be eUective January I, 1997. 

OPINION 

Background 

Application 95-06-002 
(Filed June I, 1995) 

In its performance-based regulation (PBR) pro<:ccding (Rulemaking (R.) 

87-11-012 and Application (A.) 95-06-002), Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) 

proposed that it be allowed to offer negotiated discount contract rates and optional 

tarilfs to its core customers. SoCal shareholders would be at risk (or any shortfalls 

resulting (rom any discounts to customers who contracted (or negotiated discount rates 

and oplionallariffs. Furthcr, $oCal would apply any discount to the base rate portion 

of the default PBR rate, i.e., gas costs would not be discounted. 

In Decision (D.) 97-07-054, the Commission agreed that SoCal's proposal to offer 

negotiated discount rate and optional tariffs was consistent with its PBR goals. 

Howe\'er, the Commission found the proposal required greater detail from what was 

supplied in the PBI{ record. The Commission stated: 

-Allowing (or negotiated rates and oplional tariffs will provide SoCal with 
opportunities to increase utilization of its system, which benefits ratepayers. 
Under our adopted sharing mechanism, incremental revenues translate into 
benefits (or both ratepayers and shareholders, providing SoCal with the 
incentive to more efficiently operate the system. Therefore, al10wing SOCal to 
enter into negotiated contracts and offer optional tariffs is consistent with our 
PBRgoals. 
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"\Ve would prefer to authorize optional tariff offerings with more details than 
SoCal has provided in its application. However, because shareholders will be 
entirely at risk for the revenue short(alls~ \\'e wilt allow $oCal to negotiate 
discounts and offer optional tariffs, provided that the price floor is above class 
average long-run marginal cost (LRMC) and allow the tariffs to be c(fective upon 
20 days after filing unless protested on the basis that the price floor is below class 
average LRMC. If protested, the opllonal tariff filing will proceed through the 
normal advice letter process. The optional tariUs must be available to all 
similarly situated customers that meet the eligibility criteria. It SoCal wishes to 
offer rates that are customer spedfic Or targeted at some subset of a class and 
therefore below the class average LR1iC, then additional information must be 
subn\itted, consistent with iIi.fOffilation required for long-term contracts under 
the Expedited Application Docket (BAD), and the contract or tariffs will be 
subject to Commission approval through the EAD process. Contracts with terms 
of live years or longer must be approved by the Commission. Consistent with 
allowing SoCal to offer core customers discounts, we will also allow SoCal to 
offer firm noncore customers negotiated discounts of less than five years· 
duration. Negotiated contracts must be filed with the Commission, but the 
confidentiality provisions in place for nOl\COre contracts will also apply for Core 
contracts.- 0.97-07-054 at pp. 46-47. 

The Commission (urther directed SoCal to submit an adjustment mechanism to 

its ~ore fixed cost account (CFCA) to ensure that ratepayers were isolated from any risk 

of revenue shortfalls that may result from Soca' offering negotiated rates or optional 

tariffs to core customers. 1l1erefore, shareholders ate responsible for any reduction in 

core revenues that may occur under discounting, including any discounting of ITCS. 

Procedural History 

In compliance with 0.97-07-054, on September 17, 1997, SoCal filed a proposed 

adjustment mechanism to its CFCA. SOCal proposed that on an annual basis, the CFCA 

will be credited with the base revenue of all participating customers, i.e., those choosing 

either negotiated discount r.ltes or optional tari(is. Dependent on whethet the base 

revenue is greater or less than the actual revenue, the difference will be either included 

in or excluded (rom SoCal's earnings for purposes of the PBR earnings sharing 

mechanism. SoCal also discussed the difference between optional tariUs and negotiated 

rates; load gain contracts, which included its proposed adjustment for temperature 

variations; the definition of existing versus new customers; load retention contracts; and 
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its rationale as to why the CrCA should be adjusted on an annual basis. SoCal also 

proposed a procedural schedule (or consideration of its proposed adjustment 

mechanism. 

On October 7, 1997, a Joint Assigned Commissioners' Ruling was isslled by 

Commissioners Duque and Neeper, approving SoCal's proposed schedule and inviting 

aU interested parties to comment on SoCal's proposal. Comments were due by 

October 17, 1997, and SoCal (ould Cite its reply comments by October 27. The ruling 

also asked parties whether there is any reason to hold either of the above-referenced 

dockets open. 

The Office of Ratepayers Advocate (ORA), The Utility Reform Network (TURN), 

and Southern California Edison Company (Edison) (iled timely comments on SoCiI's 

proposal. SoCal filed a timely response. 

0]\ November 21,1997, SOCalJ ORA, and TURN jointly filed a nlotion proposing 

a resolution of the issues raised by the parties. The motion requested that the 

Commission adopt the proposed adjustment mechanism to SoCal's CFCA, with 

modifications, to aHow SoCal the opportunity to oiler discounting for its COre 

customers. On the same date, Edison filed a separate Jetter opposing SoCal's proposal 

to discount exclusions such as the Interstate Transition Cost Surcharge (ITCS), because 

it \\'as neith('{ addressed in the PBR pr()('~ding nor authorized by th~ Commission. 

On De<X'mber 8, 1997, Edison filed a response to the motion of SoCal, ORA, and 

TURN to adopt the adjustment mechanisn\ for SoCal's CFeA, which did not opposc it. 

HO\\'c\'cr, Edison requested clarification as to the appropriate cost categories or 

revenues that may be discounted b}' SoCa). Also on December 8, with the 

Adminislr"tive law judge's consent, SoCal Wed a reply to Edisonls response to the 

joint motion. The reply states that if Edison1s response is intended to support the 

Commission adopting the floor rate proVision of the modified proposals, and indicates 

that Edison would take no action unless SoCal discounts below the floor, then SoCal 

has no obje<:tion to the reply. If, howcvcr, Edison is requesting that the Commission not 

adopt the discounting floor provision of the modified proposal, then SoCal responds 
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that Edison's interpretation of D.97-07-054 would render meaningless the Commission's 

authorization for negotiated rates and optionallariifs .. and does not concur with Edison. 

Substantive Issues Raised by the Comm~nts and Motion 

A. Temperature Adjustm~nt Method (TAM) 

SoCal proposed the TAM as part of its adjustment mechanism to its CFCA 

tO'ensure that the difference in throughput between two periods resulting from a 

temperature variation is not the r(,sult of a customer receiving a discount or optlonal 

tariff. The TAM is applied to base volumes (Or the purpose of adjusting base volumes 

to reflect current heating degree days in order to estimate incremental volume and 

revenue. The purpose of this adjustn\ent is to isolate the prke-elasticity effect by 

removing the weather ('((ect. SoCal asserts that without the TAM .. the increased 

throughput resulting from colder weather would enhance the price-eUcct of the 

discount and result in a shareholder windfall. 

ORA and TURN argue that the originally proposed TAM is overly 

complex and that dass aver.'ge fen\perahtre adjustment factors may distort base 

volunles of individual cllstomers that are different (rom the class a\'crage .. and that the 

TAM is too similar to the we<lther norinalization me<:hanism rejected in 0.97-07-054. 

In the joint motion .. the parties requested that the application of the TAM 

be rC'strictro to residential customers, all (Ofe commercial and industrial customers 

with an annual consumption of less than 3,000 therms, and individual (ore commercial 

and industria) customers who have a seasonal load factor that equals or exceeds the 

r('sidenti<llload factor of 2.3. lhe parties also agreed that for the customers to be subject 

to the TAM, the TAM will be based on the tempcr.1ture adjustment factor of the 

residential market, and that limiting the application of the TAM to the market segments 

where temperature sensitivity is most significant \\till reduce the (omplexity of the 

TAM. \Vc must determine whether these (eatures should be adopted in our order. 

B. Load Retention 

For load retention contracts, SoCal originally proposed that base volume 

be set according to a (ustomer affirl<wit staling the volume that the customer would 
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have used absent the agreement, and that incremental revenues be shared 75%-25% 

between ratepayers and shareholders respectively. SoCal's rationale is that because the 

customer is planning to reduce his consump.lion below the pre\'ious period, or 

eliminate it enlirely, the customer may be induced by a discount to generate more 

revenues than he would otherwise generate in the current period. SoCal reasons that in 

this case it is beneficial to offer a discount, even if the revenues are less than in the 

previous period. Further, if $oea] does not attempt to retain the core customer through 

discounting, and that customer leaves the system, SoCaPs earnings are unaffected 

because the CFCA is reallocated to the remaining core customers. Therefore, SoCal 

believes the remaining core customers will be better off if SoC a I can oUer a discount or 

optional tariff that will induce the customer to remain on the systel1\ and contribute 

some revenues, even if it is less than in previous periods. 

ORA and TURN objected to SoCalls proposal as being UntlecC"..>Sarily 

generous to its shareholders. ORA believes that the adjustinent (or potenlialload 

retention contracts goes too (ar and offers reward~ for shareholders which were not 

granted in D.97~07-054, which allows shareholders to be rewarded if SoCal attracts new 

load through the offering of special contracts (or new customers, but not for 

maintaining its current cllstomer base. TURN believes that the process suggested by 

SoCat is unreliable and overly complex. Further, TURN believes SoCal's proposal also 

relieves shareholders of their risk by defining base volume as zero and therefore 

eliminating any revenue ·shortfall.-

The parties have agreed that the customer Olllst provide an affidavit 

staling the amount or throughput that would be lost absent the load retention 

agreement, or the discount wilt not apply. Of the actual revenues received under load 

retention contracts, 95 percent will be credited to the CFCA and 5 percent wilJ be 

treated as a shareholder incentive (or the lessee of the contract duration or {h'e years. 

\Ve must determine whether to adopt this portion of the agreement. 
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c. Duration of Contracts and CFCA Adjustment Mechanism 

The joint motion raised an issue of what contracts SoCat may enter into 

\\'ith Commission approva1. SoCal asserts that the CFCA adjustment rncchanism 

should apply o\'er the (ull duration of the contracts, but ORA and TURN arc concemed 

whether discounts to customers and incentives to utility shareholders may be provided 

lor longer than was needed to aUraet or retain loads. 

TIle parties agreed that through December 31, 1999, SoCal will not enter 

into any load retention contract with a duration 01 mOre than seven years. As required 

by D.97-07-0S!, SoCat will need Commission approval for any contract with a duration 

of fiVe or more yNrs. After December 31, 1999, SoCal will not enter into any load 

retention contract with a term of five or more years. The parties also agree that, once a 

load retention contract has been entered into (or a particular load, it cannot be extended 

or renewed lor a period longer than the permissible maximum contract length at the 

time the original load retention contract was signed. For load growth contracts and 

optional rates, including both new and existing customers, SoCal will have the option of 

seeking prior Commission approval for contracts of five or mote years through the 

Expedited Docket Application process if such duration Ciln be justified. For all other 

kinds 01 (ore contracts, the revenue sharing aspect of the adjustment mechanism will 

terminate after five years of each contract's duration and thereafter, 100% of the actual 

revenues will be credited to the CfCA for the remainder of the (ontract. 

D. New CustOmers 

For new customers who are added to SoC'al's system because o( 

negotiated ratC's or optional contracts, SoCal proposed to set thc base volume equal to 

zero if the (ustOJ1lC'r provides an a((jdavit declaring it became a (listomC'f bC'cause of 

negotiated rilles Or optional tariffs. SoCal further proposed that new customers who do 

not provide an a((jdavit would havc their base volume equal SO percent of aclua) 

volume. 
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ORA and TURN did not object to SoCal's proposed treatment of new 

customers who submitted affidavits. However~ for customers without affidavits ... they 

proposed that base volume equal 100 percent rather than 50 percent of actual volume. 

SoCa) has agreed that customers without affidavits should have their base 

volume equal 100 percent. SoCal also agreed to use the following definition of -new 

customer-: 

• A new customer is a new meter measuring volumes not previously 
served, or a reConnected meter measuring load that has been off the 
systelll (or at least 12 months.-

Customers who have been off the systell\ (or less than 12 months wiH be 

treated as existing customers (or purposes of pricing flexibility and the CFCA 

adjustment mechanism. 

E. Optional Rat~s with specIal Circumstances 

The parlies agreed that in the case of optional tariffs where special 

circumstances exist that may cause the CFCA adjustment mechanism to be dearly 

inappropriate or inaccuratet SoCal or any other party may propose an alternative 

adjustment mechanism that fits the special circunlstanteso[ the optional tarilf. It was 

further agreed that SoCa) may propose optional tariffs applicable to new residential 

customers only if SoCal also proposes an alternative adjustment mechanisn\. 

F. Long-Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) Floor Rate 

Edison has raised the issue of whether SoCal intended to discount cost 

('alegories or revenues, other than base margin, not authorized by the Commission. The 

only dement of ('ore transportation rates that Edison accepts lor dis('ounting was the 

·scaling- factors used to adjust LRMC to the embedded cost rate and the limited 

amount of marketing costs included in base margin but not included in LRMC. 

Edison's proposed discount would permit approximately 1.5 cents per thenn out of the 

average residential transportation rille of 45.5 cents and less than one ('ent per therm [or 

most non-residential volumes. SoCal responded that D.97-07-054 defines the floor r~'te 
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as only class average LRMC, and not LM1C plus all other clements of core 

transportati0n rates other than base margin. 

The current proposal is that SoCal may discount core transportation rates 

as follows: 

residential rates: 
G-I0,0 to 3 Mth: 
G~ 10,3-50 Mth: 
G~ 10,50-250 Mth: 
G-20: 
gas air conditioning: 
gas engines: 

FuJI Transportation Rate 

45.5 cents 
75.4 (ents 
33.4 cents 
20.6 cents 
16.4 cents 
19.2 cents 
20.3 (ents 

LRMC Floor Rate 

39.6 cents 
66.7 cents 
21.0 cents 
14.1 cents 
11.6 cents 
12.7 cents 
13.7 cents 

The full transportation rate includes: customer related, medium-pressure 

distribution, high-pressure distribution, tr.lnsmission, seasonal storage, load balancing, 

(ompany use transmission, unaccounted for gas, interstate pipeline demand charges, 

non-marginal costs in base margin,lIeS, PITCO/POPCO transition costs, core 

averaging costs and other exclusion costs, i.e., hazardous waste costs. TIle rate is (or 

transportation only, and SoCal may not discount the cost of gas. The LRMC floor rate 

includes: customer related, medium-pressure distribution, high-pressure distribution, 

transmission, seasonal storage, load balancing, company usc transmission, unaccounted 

(or gas, and interstate pipeline demand charges. Attachment A contains all of the 

tRMC transportation components for the applicable core schedules. 

\Vith prior Commission approval under the EAD, $oeal may discount to 

a floor of customer-specific LRM:C, which includes the full interstate pipeline 

rcservation charges allocated to core customers. Shareholders will be responsible (or all 

discounting under the BAD process as well as for the negotiated rates or optional 

discounted tariffs. 

DiscussIon 

\Ve find that the proposed adjustmcnt mechanism should be adopted with 

modifications conforming to the moving parlies' agreement. The proposed adjustment 

mechanism is reasonable because the crCA would be credited \\.'ith the base revenue of 
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all participating customersi i.e., those choosing either negotiated rates or optional 

tariffs. Depending on whether the base revenue is greater or less than actual revenue, 

the difference will either be included in or e~cluded from SoCal's earnings (or purpose 

of PBR earnings sharing mechanism. 

The proposed modifications arc reasonable. The limitations upon application of 

the TAM and limitations of the TAM to the market segment where temperature 

sensitivity is most significant will reduce the TAM's complexity. The restrictions 

requiring customers to provide an affidavit in load retention situations will give SoCal 

an incentive to retain load but insure that there is adequate docun'tentalion before SoCal 

can clahl\ any incentive. The restriction on the duration of cOntracts is reasonable in 

light of the experimental nature of SoCal's PBR. The agreement that customers without 

affidavits would have their base volume equal to 100 percent of actual volume is 

reasonable because it eliminates the risk to ratepayersi and the definitions of -new 

customer" and -eXisting customer" provide clarity and reinforce the incentive (or SoCal 

to lind customers Who ate actually new to its system. 

\Ve do have concerns with the rate treatment o( new customers to the system in 

deference to existing custon\ers. \Ve arc concerned about whether the affidavit wi1l 

reasonably deter free riders from signing up for the program. There arc no restrictions 

limiting the participation other than that the customer be "new." This is a new program 

and should be subjCd to critical review on an annual basis to ensure that customers do 

not game the system. 

The parties suggest that any parly may propose an alternative adjustment 

mechanism that fits the special circumstances of optional tariffs where the CrCA 

mechanism is dearly inappropriate or inaccurate/ and we will consider any such 

mechanism at that time. 

We will also look to review the entire program if new customer participation 

approaches 5% of the total core volumes adopted in the last BCAP (0.97-04-082). \Ve 

will establish that the program (or new customers is subject to an annual Base Rate PBR 

re\'iew and will track participants' discounts and voluntes. 
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Finally, we arc mindful of anticipated program changes referenced in the BeAP 

to unbundle core transportation rates. Should this occur and if the changes conflict 

with the proposed adjustment mechanism to the CFCA, this program will be modified. 

SoCal must add a condition which reflects GO 96·A sc<tions XI and X which authorizes 

the Commission to modify tariff schedules and contracts. This is an important 

consideration given the changes that may be propoS<.'d as a result of Our gas strategy. 

\Vhere the CFCA adjustment me<hanism is inappropriate or inaccurate, SoCal 

may propose an alternative mechanism that fils the special circumstance of the optional 

tariff, affording reasonable flexibility in the adopted mechanism. Finally,- the proposed 

discount core transportation rates ate reasonable, and will provide SoCal with a 

marketing tool in this competitive environment. In short, the modified adjustment 

mechanism will accomplish the Commission's policy goal of iSOlating ratepayers from 

the risk of reVenue shortfalls associated with rate flexibility, and that of sharing any 

benefits betwccn ratepayers and shareholders. \Ve \-",'iU adopt the modified adjustment 

mechanism proposed by the parties. 

The order in D.97·07·054 sets out a number of conditions to be fulfilled by SoCa} 

to carry out the transition to performance-based ratemaking. \Vith the exception of 

periodic reporting requirements and the liJing of an annual advice retter, those 

conditions have already been satisfied. There is no pending application (or rehearing or 

petition (or modification. SoCal has entered the new era. Ordering paragraph 10 

technically dosed A.95-06--002 already. There is no reason to hold it open, and we 

therefore doS<.' it with this decision. 

Findings of Fact 

1. In its PBR procccding, R.87·11·012/ A.95-06·002, SoCal proposcd that it be 

aHowed to offer negotiated discount contract r,ltes and optional tariffs to its core 

customers. 

2. In 0.97·07-054, the Commission agreed that SoCal's proposal to offer negotiated 

discount rates and optional tariffs was consistent with its PUR goals, and directed SoCal 

to file an adjustment mC(hanism to its CFCA to ensure that ratepayers were isolated 

(rom any risk of re\'enue shortfalls that may resu1t from it offering negotiated rates or 
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optional tariffs to its core customers. l1lere(ore, shareholders arc responsible for any 

reduction in core revenues that may occur under discounting. 

3. On September 17, 1997, SoCal filed a proposed adjustment mechanism to its 

CrCA. SoCal proposed that on an annual basis, the CfCA will be credited with the 

base revenue of an participaHng customers, e.g., those choosing either the negotiated 

discount rate or optional tariffs. 

4. In a motion filed jointly by SoCal, ORA, and TURN, the parties agreed to the 

follm .. :ing: 

a. that the application of the TAM be restricfed to the 10Howing: 
residential customers, all core commercial and industrial 
customers with an annual consumption of less than 3000 therms, 
and individual COre commercial and industrial customers who 
ha\'e a seasonal load factor that equals or exceeds the residential 
load factor of 2.3. 

h. that for the customer to be subjett to the TAM, the TAM will be 
based on the temperature adjustment factor of the residential 
market. 

c. that limiting the application of the TAM to the market segment 
where temperature sensitivity is most significant will reduce the 
complexity of the TAM. 

d. for load retention contracts, that the customer must provide an 
affidavit stating the amount of throughput that would be lost 
absent the load retention agreement, and that SoCa) will not 
provide a discount in a load retention situation without the 
customer first providing an affidavit. 

e. that 95 percent of the actual revenues received under load 
retention contracts will be credited to the CreA, and 5 percent 
will be treated as a shareholder incentive (or the contr."t 
duration or fi\'e years. 

E. that through Decemb<'r 31, 1999, SoCa) will not enter into any 
load retention contract with a dur,llion of more than seven years. 

g. that after Dtx'ember 31, 1999, SoCal will not enter into any load 
retenlion contract with a term of live years or more, and that, 
once a load retention (ontract has been entered into for a 
particular load, it cannot be extended or renewed fora period 
longer than the permissible maximum contr,,,t length at the time 
the original load retention contr.lct was signed. 
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h. that for load growth contracts and optional rates, including both 
ne",,' and existing customers, SoCal will have the option of 
seeking prior Commission approval for contracts of live years or 
more through the expedited application docket process if such 
dur.)tion can be justified. 

i. that lor all other kinds of core contracts, the revenue sharing 
aspect of the adjustment mechanism will terminate afrer live 
years of each contract's duration, and thereafter 100% of the 
actual re"enues will be credited to the CFCA. 

j. that the definition of ne\ ... • customer would be, • A new Cllstomer 
is a new meter measuring volumes not previously served, or a 
reconne<ted meter measuring load that has been off the system 
(or at least 12"months,· and that customers who have been off the 
system (or less than 12 months will be treated as existing 
cllstomers (or purposes of pricing flexibility and the CFCA 
adjustment mechanism. 

k. that, in Ihe case of optional tari((s where special drcumstances 
exist that may cause the CFCA adjustment mechanism to be 
dearly inappropriate or inaccurate, SoCal or an}' party may 
propose an alternative adjustment mechanism that fits the 
special circumstance of the optional tariff, SoCal may propose 
optional tariffs applicable to residential customers only if SoCal 
also proposes an alternative mechanism. 

5. SoCal currently proposes that it may discount core transportation rates as 

follows: 

residential rates: 
G-10, 0 to 3 Mth: 
G-lO, 3-50 Mth: 
G-lO, 50-250 Mth: 
G-20: 
gas air conditioning: 
gas engines: 

Full Transportation Rate 

45.5 cents 
75.4 cents 
33.4 cents 
20.6 cents 
16.4 c('nls 
19.2 «'nls 
20.3 cents 

39.6 cents 
66.7 cents 
21.0 (ents 
14.1 cents 
11.6 cenls 
12.7 cents 
13.7 cents 

The full tr~1nsportatio1\ rate includes the following costs elements: cllstomer 

related, medium pressure distribution, high pressure distribution, transmission, 

seasonal stor,'gc, load balancing, company usc transmission, unaccounted for gas, 

interstate pipeline denland charges, n01\-marginal costs in base margin, ITCS, 
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PITCO/POPCO transition costs, core averaging costs and other exclusion costs, i.e., 

hazardous waste costs. The rate is for trcmsportation only, and SoCa} may not discount 

the cost of gas. 

6. As adopted, the LRMe floor rate includes the following elements: customer 

related, mediun\-pressure distribution, high pressure distribution, transmission, 

seasonal storage, load balancing, company usc transmission, unaccounted (or gas, and 

interstate pipeline demand charges. 

7. SOCal may discount to a floor o( customer-spedfic LRMC \\'hich includes the 

interstate pipeline reservation charges allocated to core customers. 

8. Shareholders will be responsible (or all discounting under the EAD process, as 

well as (or the negotiated rates or optional tariffs. 

9. "Ne\",." customer participation rna}' be limited to 5% of COre (ustomet volumes 

as adopted in the last BeAP decision. 

10. '/New" customers arc subject to a program under the base rate PBR proceeding. 

11. The program may be modified if the Conlrnission adopts a program which 

conflicts with the negotiated rate Or optional tariff (or new customers. 

Conclusion of Law 

The motion should be granted, and SoCal's proposed mechanism (or adjustment 

to its CrCA should be adopted, in accordance with the findings of fact and the opinion 

herein. 

ORDER 

I. 11le Motion of Southern California Gas Company (SoCal), OUice of Ratepayers 

Advocates, and The Utility Reform Network for Adoption of an Adjustment 

MC<'hanism for SoCal's Core Fixed Cost Ac:count is granted. 

2. SoCal shall file an advice letter by Monday, December 12,1997, containing tariff 

sheets for the optional tariffs and a pro forma contract for the negotiated rates. The 

filing shall conform to this dedsion and shall be approved, pending written 

confirmation (or compliance with this order by the Energy Division. 
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3. SoCal shaH track and submit its documentation of any negotiated contracts and 

optional tariff customers, who participated in the program, in its next base rate 

performance-based regulation proceeding t~ support its revenue sharing mechanism. 

4. Application 95-06-002 is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated January iI, 1998, at San Francisco, California. 
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ATTACHHENT A 

Compomnts of Average Cotc Rates 
Cellis Per llterm Oasts 

G10 
. - R~sldenlJal 0-3 Mth 3-50 Mth 51)..250 MI G2() Ga5AC GUEng 

CustOmer Related 22430 49.226 7.624 2.3-40 0.200 4.~98 7.938 .P_ ... I - • 

, Medium Prcssu(e Dis\rlbution 6.111 9.271 6.350 5.161 -1.109 2..183 0.31-1 
:- High Ptessuto Oisttib\Jtion 0.921 0.979 0.671 0.51$ 0.62<1 OA27 0.081 _. transmissIon 1.020 1.007 0.gg4 . 0.941 0.959 .G.917 0.917 
, SeasonaJ Storage 1.53-1 1.156 0.946 0.666 0.6G2 0.227 0.001 

-load Oalanclng 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 '0.019 0.019 0.020 
Company Use TransmissIon 0.122 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.122 0.122 

-Unaccounted For Gas 0.594 0.080 0.080 0.080 (0.126) 0.051 0:051 --- ---Sublolal 35..,10 02.4&0 16.007 9.901 7.368 9.545 9.611 . 

Interslaht ~jpeline Demand Charges -1.101 4.191 4.191 4.191 4.197 4.197 ~197 
SublL~roposed LRMG Froo( Rat~ 39.607 GG.657 21.()O-l 14.097 11.565 H.14t 13.108 

Non-Marginal Costs (n Base Margin 1.499 2.900 0.892 O.GM 0.'191 0.313 0.391 
lTes 0.339 0.339 0.339 0.339 0.339 0.339 0.339 
pj(C()/POpro Transition Cosfs 1.192 1.t92 1.192 1.192 1.192 1.192 1.192 
Corc A'fetnging Costs - (1.(36) 5.700 
Olher ExcfllSions Cosls 3.009. 4.270 ".270 4.270 2.657 ''-623 4.618 ---
ToLa' TransporLltion Rat~ "~.410 75.363 33.397 20.582 IGA-ta 19.208 20.251 

NOTE: Customer Related Costs have been revised (ront responses o.n october 27. The cos's shooNn In tho october 21 filing 
\'{ere based on the fncorrect a1!ocati()n 01 customet related costs. Thc ratcs ShOftTl here leRecl fhc currently 

adopted cost allocation. 

(END OF ATTACHMENT A) 


